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1 Introduction
Many of the artifacts software engineers are used to deal with are nothing but
suitable annotated graphs. Software architectures, class diagrams, and version
histories are only a few well-known examples in which graphs have proven
their usefulness in everyday software engineering. These models, and many
others, can easily be described by means of suitable graph transformation
systems [5,13] to formalize both their syntax and formal semantics [6,23].
Most of the research so far concentrated on graph transformation systems
as a modeling means, without considering the need for suitable analysis tools.
Oftentimes, however, modeling must be complemented with analysis capa-
bilities to let the user understand how designed transformations behave and
whether stated requirements are fulﬁlled.
If we reason on single rules, which describe local changes, we can only
understand how the underlying graph evolves locally, but we loose its global
behavior. Powerful analysis solutions must bypass this limitation and allow the
user to reason on how the diﬀerent rules impact the behavior of the graph as a
whole. CheckVML [28] and GROOVE [14] exploit model checking techniques
to provide such analysis capabilities, but their usefulness is limited for diﬀerent
reasons. They both do not support layered graph transformation systems
directly. CheckVML does not eﬃciently support dynamic systems, that is,
systems whose nodes are added/deleted by transformation rules while the
system evolves, and GROOVE support attributed graphs partially and in a
non native way.
To overcome these limitations, the paper presents an innovative approach
based on Bogor [26] for model checking AGG-like [1] graph transformation
systems. As already said, the problem per se is nothing new, but our solution
has some key characteristics that improve currently available proposals since:
(1) we foster models that are rich enough to render complex types, and thus
attributed graphs, (2) we rely on Bogor to tackle dynamic systems, that is,
systems with inherent node creation, and (3) we natively support layered
graph transformation systems, to allow designers to assign diﬀerent priorities
to their transformation rules [9].
Graphs are translated into the input language of the model checker, called
BIR (Bandera Intermediate Language, [10]), while properties are rendered
by means of LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) and special-purpose rules. The
result is used to feed Bogor, which performs the veriﬁcation. The approach
handles dynamic systems, but obviously their maximum size is limited to a
user-deﬁned threshold.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the state of the art.
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Section 3 brieﬂy introduces Bogor and motivates the choice of this model
checker with respect to other options. Section 4 describes our approach and
shows how we encode a graph transformation system in BIR through an illus-
trative example. Section 5 presents some experimental results and compares
them with existing approaches. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
Heckel et al. [19] provide the theoretical foundations for the veriﬁcation of
graph transformation systems through model checking by proposing to inter-
pret graphs as states and transformation rules as transitions. This idea is
exploited by GROOVE [24], CheckVML [28], and also by our approach.
GROOVE applies graph-speciﬁc model checking algorithms by rendering
graphs as states and transitions as applications of graph transformation rules.
Properties are speciﬁed as transformation rules and CTL expressions contain-
ing rule names as atoms. Since GROOVE does not support typed graphs,
the veriﬁcation of real models becomes complex (or unfeasible). There is a
proposal to extend GROOVE with attributed graphs [22], but it does not
support all the “common” types (e.g., strings) and is diﬃcult to understand
since attributes and values are kept separate. Moreover, performance easily
deteriorates as soon as the size of graphs increases.
CheckVML [28] exploits SPIN [20] to verify graph transformation systems.
It takes a type graph, a parameterized graph transformation system, and an
initial graph to produce an equivalent Promela model, which is the input of the
SPIN model checker. Property graphs are translated into LTL. The approach
uses a ﬁxed 0-1 array to encode the creation/deletion of nodes and this choice
results in insuﬃcient performance [25]. [15] attempts to tackle optimization
problems in graph transformation systems with time by using CheckVML, but
the dynamic creation and deletion of system objects is bounded [16].
As for other proposals, Baldan and Ko¨nig [3] describe a diﬀerent theoreti-
cal framework that aims at analyzing a special class of hypergraph rewriting
systems by means of a static analysis technique based on approximate foldings
and unfoldings of a special class of Petri nets. The authors [2], and Corra-
dini, also extend this work by providing a precise (McMillan style) unfolding
strategy. Dotti et al. [11] use object-based graph grammars for modeling
object-oriented systems and deﬁne a translation into Promela. The authors
consider a restricted structure for graph transformation rules that is tailored
to modeling the message exchange mechanism typical of object-oriented sys-
tems. Even if the chosen representation in terms of Promela constructs only
supports a restricted problem, the structure of generated code is interesting
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since it might result in good runtime performance. Finally, Baresi and Spo-
letini [7] describe a methodology to analyze graph transformation systems by
means of Alloy [21]. The authors present an encoding of AGG systems into
Alloy, but the Alloy analyzer only deals with a-priori limited domains.
3 Bogor
The approach presented in this paper is based on Bogor [26], which is an ex-
tensible software model checking framework developed at Kansas State Uni-
versity. Its novel capabilities are appealing for checking the properties of a
variety of modern software artifacts, while its internal, modular architecture
lets domain experts extend the model checker to provide domain-speciﬁc anal-
ysis capabilities [4].
system example {
int x := 100;
thread A() {
loc loc0:
when x % 2 != 0 do {x := 3 * x + 1;}
goto loc0;
}
thread B() {
loc loc0:
when x % 2 == 0 do {x := x / 2;}
goto loc0;
}
main thread MAIN() {
loc loc0:
do {start A(); start B();}
return;
}
}
Fig. 1. An example Bogor model.
The input language, called BIR (Bandera Intermediate Representation),
provides the basic constructs commonly supplied by the modeling languages
of veriﬁcation tools (e.g., Promela). For example, it supports primitive and
non-primitive data types, function pointers, dynamic creation of threads and
objects, automatic memory management (garbage collector), and generic data
types. Control-ﬂow and actions in BIR are stated in a guarded command
format: guard expressions evaluate expressions, while actions (commands)
modify the state of the system. It is also possible to create diﬀerent locations
by labeling parts of the code and modify the control-ﬂow by explicitly jumping
among them.
Concurrent processes are modeled by threads. For example, the BIR model
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of Figure 1 comprises three threads (A, B and MAIN) and a global integer
variable x initialized to 100. Threads A and B deﬁne two simple loops. For
example, thread A checks whether x is odd and, if it is the case, computes its
new value (3*x+1). Then statement goto loc0 simply indicates that loc0 is
the next location to reach and thus closes the loop. Notice that when a guard
is false, the thread is stopped in that location till the condition becomes true or
no other operations are executable in the model, and Bogor detects a deadlock.
The execution of a BIR model always starts from thread MAIN. For exam-
ple, in the model of Figure 1, the thread launches A and B and initializes x
to 100. Then, depending on the actual value of x, A and B can change its
value. During veriﬁcation, Bogor creates an automaton whose states repre-
sent a conﬁguration of the execution of the whole program (a Bogor state also
includes the value of the variables in the code), hence, each time the value
of x is changed, it generates a new state and it keeps doing so as long as it
does not detect any new state. Command return in the main thread means
that, when the execution of A and B ﬁnishes, the program terminates, and the
automaton that represents the whole program goes to the end state.
Bogor also provides a module for checking properties expressed in LTL [8].
The desired property must be deﬁned as a BIR function (fun) that is then
checked by the model checker. Figure 2 shows two examples. The ﬁrst prop-
erty, whose LTL equivalent is ((x>0)⇒♦(x<0)), is true if, in every possible
execution, every time there is a state in a path in which x is greater than zero,
then eventually there is a state in the postﬁx of that path, in which x is less
than zero. This property cannot be satisﬁed by the example of Figure 1. The
second property, whose LTL equivalent is (x>0 ∧ x≤100), is true if for every
possible execution, in each state, the value of x is greater than 0 and less than
or equal to 100. This property is satisﬁed by the example model.
fun fail() returns boolean =
LTL.temporalProperty(
Property.createObservableDictionary(
Property.createObservableKey("p", x >0),
Property.createObservableKey("q", x<0)
),
LTL.always(LTL.implication(LTL.prop("P"),
LTL.eventually(LTL.prop("q"))))
);
fun hold() returns boolean =
LTL.temporalProperty(
Property.createObservableDictionary(
Property.createObservableKey("p", x>0),
Property.createObservableKey("p", x<=100)
),
LTL.always(LTL.conjunction(LTL.prop("p"), LTL.prop("q")))
);
Fig. 2. Two example property functions
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4 Proposed Encoding
The main features of the proposed approach can be summarized in the fol-
lowing steps: (a) we build the BIR data structures needed to encode the type
graph of the transformation system, (b) we initialize them through the host
graph, and (c) we encode the rules: the LHS of a rule is encoded as a global
matching procedure, while the RHS as a thread that applies the modiﬁca-
tions stated by the rule. These steps are exempliﬁed in this paper through
the shopping cart example, introduced in [18], that describes the process of
purchasing goods at a market.
0..1
* *
0..1
0..1
*
1
1
Shop   *
int total
boolean paid
Bill     *
Cart   * Rack   *
Good    *
int value
CashBox    *
Int amount
1*1 0..1
1
*
*
int cash
boolean shop
Customer   *
0..1
0..1
0..1 *
0..1
Owns
Owns
Fig. 3. Example type graph
Figure 3 shows the type graph, which comprises seven types of nodes, along
with attributes, multiplicity, and associations. Its elements are manipulated
by means of the rules of Figure 4 that describe all the possible actions that
a customer can perform. Then, Figure 5 shows the host graph used in the
paper as starting point for the analysis.
The ﬁrst step of our encoding requires that the type graph be trans-
lated into BIR to deﬁne the data structures needed later. The type graph
is presented as a pair: G = (N,A), where N is the set of nodes and A the
set of edges, more often called associations. Each node n in N is a triple
{mult, Attr, O}, where mult is the multiplicity of the node, Attr is the set of
its attributes, and O is the set of its outgoing associations (with the corre-
sponding multiplicity mult and the destination node dest 5 ). For each node
in the type graph, we build a record that contains all the information in the
node and then we add a further record to represent the graph itself. More
precisely, the main steps of the encoding are the following:
5 We do not care about the multiplicity of the sources since we use AGG to check whether
the host graph and deﬁned rules comply with it. This is why we only consider the multi-
plicity of the destination side to build the data structures.
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1:Cart:7
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Fig. 4. Example transformation rules
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OwnsOwns
Cart Cart
Owns Owns
Rack Shop
Customer
Cash=20
Shop=true
Customer
Cash=10
Shop=true
Good
Value=1
Good
Value=2
Good
Value=3
Good
Value=1
Amount=100
CashBox
Fig. 5. Example host graph
• ∀n ∈ N , we create a record with the following ﬁelds:
· ∀a ∈ n.Attr, we add a ﬁeld to the record with the same type as a.
· ∀o ∈ O,
if o.mult = 1, we add an element of type o.dest as ﬁeld of the record,
if o.mult = ∗, we add an array of elements of type o.dest as ﬁeld of the
record.
Roughly, each node is a record and each attribute deﬁned in the node
type is mapped onto an equivalent ﬁeld of the record. For associations, along
with their multiplicity, in the type graph, we use a ﬁeld of the type of the
destination node if multiplicity is equal to 1, or an array otherwise.
Our approach also supports inheritance by copying all the attributes and
associations of the super type as ﬁelds in the record representing the sub type.
record customer{
int cash;
boolean shop;
bill bill_outgo;
good[] owns;
cart cart_outgo;
}
Fig. 6. A BIR record equivalent to type Customer
As example, Figure 6 represents the BIR record equivalent to node
Customer of Figure 3. The ﬁrst two ﬁelds of the record, cash and shop,
correspond to the attributes of the node; the other three ﬁelds represent the
associations. Notice that while cart_outgo and bill_outgo are single ele-
ments of type Cart and Bill, respectively, while owns is an array of Goods
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since a Customer can buy diﬀerent Goods.
We also deﬁne a record to represent the whole type graph:
• ∀n ∈ N ,
· if n.mult = 1, we add a ﬁeld of type n to the record
· if n.mult = ∗, we add an array of elements of type n to the record.
record graph{
shop[] shops;
cashbox[] cashboxes;
rack[] racks;
good[] goods;
bill[] bills;
customer[] customers;
cart[] carts;
}
Fig. 7. Graph data structure in BIR
This record contains all the nodes of a type graph, and thus the record of
Figure 7 represents the type graph of Figure 3: all the ﬁelds in the example
correspond to arrays since the multiplicity of all nodes is ∗.
After deﬁning the data structures, we create a thread main to drive the
behavior of the whole system. This thread is divided into locations and the
ﬁrst one (loc0) is used to instantiate the type graph and implement the host
graph. We ﬁrst create a variable of type graph, and we suitably dimension the
arrays it contains. More precisely, we dimension the arrays by distinguishing
between static and dynamic nodes. The former can neither be added nor
deleted in the RHS of a rule, while the latter can. The dimension of the
arrays for static nodes is the number of these nodes in the host graph, while
the maximum number of dynamic nodes is not always known a-priori, and the
host graph only deﬁnes a lower bound.
Bogor would allow us to use dynamic lists to represent these nodes (hence,
it would be possible not to predeﬁne any upper bound), but since model
checking requires that models have a ﬁnite number of states, each domain in
the model must be ﬁnite and thus the maximum size of our arrays is given
by the user. Notice that, since dynamic nodes can be added and deleted,
some slots of the arrays could sometime remain unused, and thus each slot is
associated with a boolean ﬁeld, isactive, as in [27], to distinguish between
nodes (slots) that are really instantiated and nodes that exist but are not
currently used. We also store the inactive nodes in a table —as a pool for
currently passive nodes— that will be used by the rules. Created elements are
then initialized with the information in the host graph.
The BIR fragment of Figure 8 shows a portion of loc0 in the main
thread. Notice that limits is a constant global variable that con-
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tains diﬀerent constants, one for each array. For example, instruction
instance.customers:=new customer[limits.num_customer] allocates the
space for the Customers in the host graph (two in this case), and
instance.customer[0].cash:=10 sets the value of ﬁeld cash for the ﬁrst
customer in the model to 10. In our example, the only dynamic node is Bill,
which is not present in the initial host graph (the lower bound is 0). In this
particular case, the maximum value is 2, since each Bill is associated with at
most one Customer, and we only have two of these (static) instances in the
host graph.
loc loc0:
do{
instance:=new graph;
instance.customers:=new customer[limits.num_customer];
instance.carts:=new cart[limits.num_cart];
instance.bills:=new bill[limits.num_bill];
instance.shops:=new shop[limits.shop];
instance.goods:=new good[limits.num_good];
instance.racks:=new rack[limits.num_rack];
instance.cashboxes:=new cashbox[limits.num_cashbox];
instance.customers[0]:=new customer;
instance.customers[0].owns:=new good[limits.num_good];
instance.customers[0].shop:=true;
instance.customers[0].cash:=10;
Fig. 8. A portion of loc0 in the main thread
4.1 Transformation Rules
The problem of encoding rules is split into two diﬀerent sub-problems: match-
ing and acting, i.e., the LHS (and the NAC, if present) and the RHS, respec-
tively. The matching procedure is located in the main thread, while each
action is deﬁned as a particular thread. The matching is performed in the
second location of the main thread (loc1) and uses a vector for each rule,
which contains the main components of the LHS, that is, the minimum set
of node types in the LHS that allows one to access all the other nodes in the
LHS. More precisely, the vector only contains the nodes that are not reachable
from others. If the LHS graph contains a cycle, it is cut nondeterministically
to identify the node(s) to be stored in the vector.
To detect the main components for each LHS, we use a simple algorithm
based on DFS search. This means that, since for each rule its main components
are stored in the vector, and the host graph instantiates the diﬀerent node
types, the problem becomes checking whether the type instances of the host
graph match some of the vectors. In the case of dynamic nodes, since the
elements in the vectors may also match inactive elements (corresponding to
inactive nodes), we add an additional condition (besides the matching one)
to check wether a node is active and, only in this case, we then check the
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when instance.customers[0].cart_outgo!=null &&
instance.customers[0].bill_outgo!=null &&
instance.customers[0].bill_outgo.isactive==true &&
instance.customers[0].bill_outgo.paid==false &&
instance.customers[0].cart_outgo.good_outgo[0]==null &&
instance.customers[0].cart_outgo.good_outgo[1] &&
instance.customers[0].cart_outgo.good_outgo[2]==null &&
instance.customers[0].cart_outgo.good_outgo[3]==null
do {
start rule3(instance.customers[0]);
}
when instance.customers[1].cart_outgo!=null &&
instance.customers[1].bill_outgo!=null &&
instance.customers[1].bill_outgo.isactive==true &&
instance.customers[1].bill_outgo.paid==false &&
instance.customers[1].cart_outgo.good_outgo[0]==null &&
instance.customers[1].cart_outgo.good_outgo[1] &&
instance.customers[1].cart_outgo.good_outgo[2]==null &&
instance.customers[1].cart_outgo.good_outgo[3]==null
do {
start rule3(instance.customers[1]);
}
Fig. 9. Guarded commands to detect Rule 3
matching condition. Notice that we treat the NAC as the LHS, with the
only diﬀerence that it is a negative condition. If more than one matching is
satisﬁed, Bogor chooses non deterministically among them.
The matching can be quite expensive and depends on the number of rules,
the number of main components in the rules, the number of nodes reachable
from the main components, and the cardinalities of the diﬀerent associations.
If the tree, that is, the hierarchy of nodes reachable from a main one, is
of depth zero or all the associations have cardinality at most equal to one,
given a system with |R| rules, where each rule Ri (i = 1, . . . , |R|) has |Ri|
nodes as main components and each main component nj (j = 1, . . . , |Ri|) can
appear |nj| times in the graph, then the number of comparisons to identify the
to-be-applied rule is
∑|R|
i=1(
∑|Ri|
j=1(nj)), but the number of possible matching
is
∑|R|
i=1(
∏|Ri|
j=1(nj)). If the depth of the tree is greater than zero and the
associations have multiplicity greater than one, the number of comparisons
and the number of matchings also depend on the number of nodes that satisfy
the considered association.
These considerations try to identify an upper bound to the number of pos-
sible matchings to give an intuition of the complexity of the most expensive
part of the proposed approach. To mitigate it, our algorithm for the calcu-
lation of possible matchings is optimized and discards some redundant paths
while creating the Bogor code for the matching.
As an example of the matching phase, we consider Rule 3 of Figure 4. The
main component of this rule is a node of type Customer, and through this node
we can access the other nodes of the LHS. The vector corresponding to this
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rule contains a Customer associated with a Bill with attribute paid set to
false and with an empty Cart (no Goods in it). Since in this case we only have
one main component, and is a static node, we check for all the nodes of type
Customer in the graph to see whether they have the same associations as the
Customer represented in the vector of Rule 3. Figure 9 shows the two guarded
commands to detect this rule, and if we consider the graph of Figure 5, we
have two nodes of type Customer that do not match the rule.
As additional example, we can consider Rule 5, which has a Customer and
a Shop as main components. Hence the vector that corresponds to this rule
contains a Customer node associated with a Bill, whose attribute paid is set
to false, and with a Cart with a Good, and a Shop node associated with the
same Good as the Cart above.
When the guard associated with a rule evaluates to true, we execute the ac-
tion that corresponds to the RHS, that is, the thread associated with the rule.
After executing it, Bogor keeps checking and choosing non deterministically
among true guards till the end of the state space.
The matching for layered transformation systems is performed as described
above, but instead of using one location for all the matchings, we use one lo-
cation for each layer. Since a location represents the matching for a particular
layer, the matching procedure starts from the ﬁrst location and looks for
matchings. If it succeeds, we execute the corresponding action, otherwise the
matching is performed on the next location.
As stated above, the RHS of a rule is translated into an atomic thread,
whose parameters are the actual main components of the LHS, which are the
nodes detected by the matching. The actions performed by the thread are:
• If the RHS adds nodes, these nodes (taken from the pool of inactive nodes)
are passed as parameters, set to active, and instantiated as stated by the
rule.
• If RHS adds edges, if the edge is a unary association, the variable corre-
sponding to the destination node is assigned to the corresponding variable
in the record of the source node and, if the edge is stored in an array, an
inactive cell in the array is set as in the case of unary associations.
• If the RHS just modiﬁes attributes, the ﬁelds corresponding to the attributes
in the record of the corresponding variable are changed accordingly.
• If the RHS deletes nodes, the corresponding variables are deallocated, set as
inactive, added to the pool of inactive dynamic nodes, and the associations
that have these nodes as source or destination are deleted as a consequence.
• If the RHS deletes edges, the corresponding variables, i.e., the ﬁelds corre-
sponding to the associations in the source nodes, are cleared.
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Figure 10 shows the thread (BIR code) that corresponds to the RHS of
Rule 3 of Figure 4. The thread has a Customer parameter, which is the main
component of the LHS. Since the rule only modiﬁes the attributes of Customer
and Bill, which has a unary association with Customer, we need no further
parameters. The body of the thread simply modiﬁes the attributes according
to the rule.
thread rule3(customer cus) {
loc loc0:
do {
cus.cash:=cus.cash-cus.bill_outgo.total;
cus.bill_outgo.paid:=true;
}
return;
}
Fig. 10. Rule 3 as a thread in BIR
The BIR code of Figure 11 represents the RHS of Rule 5 and provides a
more complex example. It modiﬁes attributes and adds/deletes associations.
According to our encoding, the parameters are the two main components,
namely Customer and Shop, and the four indexes correspond to the two as-
sociations to be deleted and to the two free slots to write the associations we
add.
thread rule5(customer cus,shop sh,int cart_good_outgo_no,int
shop_owns_no, int customer_owns_no,int bill_good_outgo_no) {
loc loc0:
do {
cus.owns[customer_owns_no]:=sh.owns[shop_owns_no];
cus.bill_outgo[bill_good_outgo_no]:=sh.owns[shop_owns_no];
cus.bill_outgo.total:=cus.bill_outgo.total+sh.owns[shop_owns_no].value;
sh.owns[shop_owns_no]:=null;
cus.cart_outgo[cart_good_outgo_no]:=null;
}
return;
}
Fig. 11. Rule 5 as a thread in BIR
In the body, the ﬁrst two statements set the new associations (from
Customer to Good and from Bill to Good), the third modiﬁes the values
of attribute total of Bill and the last two statements delete the associations
from Cart to Good and from Shop to Good, respectively.
5 Validation
This section proposes some experiments, and comparisons with CheckVML
and GROOVE on well-known examples, aimed at demonstrating the sound-
ness of our approach. First of all, we need to describe the properties we can
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check, and we mimic CheckVML and GROOVE to let our users state the prop-
erties they want to check as graph transformation rules or as special-purpose
graphs. LTL is only used in a ﬁxed way, as a means to verify in Bogor the
properties expressed as rules.
Properties are stated as transformation rules, where NACs represent neg-
ative conditions and LHSs positive ones. The purpose of a property rule is
to describe the characteristics that nodes must/must not have, and hence the
RHS, which does not perform any action, is identical to the LHS.
To translate safety properties, we perform the following steps:
• ∀n(nodetype) ∈ N ∩ LHS, we consider all the possible (active) variables
v1, . . . , vk of the type corresponding to n
· ∀vi ∈ {v1, . . . , vk} and ∀attrj ∈ vi attributes in LHS ∪ NAC, we create a
proposition p
attrj
i that checks the attribute for vi
• ∀a(associationtype) ∈ A ∩ LHS, we consider all the possible (active) vari-
ables v1, . . . , vh of the type corresponding to the source of a
· ∀vi ∈ {v1, . . . , vh} and ∀aj = a ∈ vi associations in LHS ∪ NAC, we
create a proposition p
aj
i that checks whether the required association exists
in vi
• ∀n(nodetype) ∈ N ∩ LHS
· if n is active, we form a conjunctive proposition pi with a proposition per
type involving n
· if a proposition involves another node n′, we add at the conjunction a
proposition per type involving n′
• We create proposition p formed by the disjunction of all pi with i ∈
{1, . . . , |N ∩ LHS|}. In the end, the LTL expression is (¬p)
As example, we consider the rule of Figure 12 that has no NAC and the
LHS and RHS are identical. The property we want to verify simply states
that two customers can never share a cart. Figure 13 shows how the property
is translated.
NAC RHSLHS
Customer Customer
Cart
Customer Customer
Cart
Fig. 12. Example property as a rule
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In this example, we consider two possible nodes, and thus we can only
create a conjunction. Indeed, if we consider the ﬁrst node of type Customer
and all its propositions, this involves the second node, which is also the only
other node. Once we include its propositions, we have already considered all
the combinations. LTL.always and LTL.negation are equivalent to operators
 and ¬, respectively.
fun Property1() returns boolean=
LTL.temporalProperty(
Property.createObservableDictionary(
Property.createObservableKey("p",instance.customers[0].cart_outgo!=null &&
instance.customers[1].cart_outgo!=null &&
instance.customers[0].cart_outgo==instance.customers[1].cart_outgo )
),
LTL.always(LTL.negation(LTL.prop("p")))
);
Fig. 13. Property of Figure 12 rendered in BIR
For reachability properties, the state “to be reached” is speciﬁed as a
special graph, which is translated into a variable G′ of type graph. Then:
• ∀n ∈ G, we consider the active variables v1, . . . , vh of type n
• ∀n′ ∈ G′, if n′ has the same type as n, we consider the active variables
v1, . . . , vk of type n
· ∀vi ∈ {v1, . . . , vh}, v′j ∈ {v1, . . . , vk}, we create a proposition pij that com-
pares vi and v
′
j
• We create ST as a disjunction of conjunctions, where each conjunction is
formed by exactly one proposition for each attribute and association of nodes
in G. In the end, we generate the LTL expression ¬((¬ ST))
5.1 Case studies
To compare our approach against existing ones, we implemented three dif-
ferent case studies: (1) the shopping cart example, introduced in Section 4,
(2) the concurrent append example, and (3) the dining philosophers problem,
presented in [25]. Our experiments were run on a 1.66 GHz Pentium IV pro-
cessor with 512 MB of memory. As for CheckVML, we use the results in [25],
where they used a 3GHz Pentium IV processor with 1 GB of memory, and as
for GROOVE, we used the results provided by the GROOVE group (obtained
on GROOVE 1.4.2 with a 3.2GHz processor with 500MB of memory).
Table 1 summarizes the results obtained with our approach and compares
them against CheckVML and GROOVE. The table shows that for the dining
philosophers, our approach is weaker than the other two and this is due to
the use of many auxiliary variables to make the matching phase as general
as possible. The table also says that our approach in most of the cases uses
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State Tran Mem Sec State Tran Mem Sec State Tran Mem Sec
3 17 35 0.1 0.1 57 125 2.6 0.2 133 820 6 1.3
4 45 124 0.1 0.1 181 554 2.6 0.2 481 3731 9.7 4.3
5 117 403 0.2 0.2 603 2397 2.6 0.2 2321 19147 42 28.5
8 3261 17984 0.6 2.2 25961 171058 8.8 0.6
12 347337 2873308 72.6 367.6
2:3 57 94 0.2 0.2 22 169 2.6 0.5 131 2159 1.2 0.4
2:5 145 290 0.4 0.3 86 395 2.6 1.1 221 4626 2.1 0.6
3:5 1125 3161 0.6 1.2 3311 5764 37 40 2654 66816 4.3 6.2
3:7 2617 7766 1 2.2 3402 89459 12.4 8.6
4:8 31104 116642 28.3 30.8 41364 1117543 63.2 112.6
8584 23196 5.9 6.1 3816 141978 8.9 7.5Shopping Example Not Available
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Table 1
Comparison: Mem is consumed memory in MB, Sec is the time in seconds, entities# is the
number of philosophers, and (x:y) is the number of appends and cells.
more memory and generates more states and transitions than GROOVE, but
when attributed graphs are considered, like in the shopping cart example, it
performs better in terms of number of states, dealing natively with attributes.
Compared to ChechVML, our approach is more eﬃcient in all the cases
but the dining philosophers. Unfortunately, CheckVML is not available now,
therefore we cannot test the shopping cart example, but, as the authors men-
tion in [25], CheckVML has problems with dynamic cases.
Although the main idea of our approach is similar to CheckVML, there
are many diﬀerences in the details. One of them, which highly impacts the
performance of our approach, is the way we manage dynamic nodes and edges.
As we mentioned before, we store a graph as a record in BIR and we use
a linear array for each node type in this record. Moreover, the use of the
navigation support provided by Bogor to handle associations and attributes
further improves the eﬃciency of the proposal.
As for the properties we can check, we implemented the examples in [17,29].
In these works, the authors describe a formal semantics for dynamic meta
modeling with graph transformation systems and, as an example, they men-
tion a formal semantics for activity diagrams based on token ﬂow semantics
to model and analyze workﬂows. They use GROOVE and deﬁne a liveness
property based on token semantics and, at the end, they check whether activ-
ity diagrams are live. As they mention, their approach only checks whether
the tokens in all the paths reach the ﬁnal node in the activity diagram, but
they cannot check the liveness property of a single activity node. Again, we
implemented this example with our approach and besides being able to check
liveness for a complete activity diagram, we also checked the liveness of all
the nodes in the model.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents an eﬃcient approach for the automatic veriﬁcation of
graph transformation systems with Bogor. The approach supports both at-
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tributed typed graphs and layered graph transformation systems. The prop-
erties against which we check the transformation system can be expressed in
LTL directly or as special-purpose transformation rules.
As future work, we are completing the implementation of a prototype
analysis framework for graph transformation rules based on AGG and Bogor.
Moreover, we want to exploit the extensibility of Bogor and customize the
generation of the state space to only consider the states that contain “diﬀer-
ent” graphs with the obvious beneﬁts of better performances and less memory
use.
The approach can also be quite naturally extended to hierarchical graph
transformation systems [12]. Indeed, the approach already supports inheri-
tance and this extension can be combined with layered graph transformation
systems to assign diﬀerent rules to diﬀerent levels of the hierarchy. This would
further improve the average performance of our model checking approach. In
the worst case, the model checker would explore the entire state space both in
the ﬂat case and in the modular one. In many situations, however, if the model
presents diﬀerent levels of abstraction, the model checker does not explore the
entire space, but it can work incrementally by traversing the diﬀerent levels.
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